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Abstract: Global food security is a critical issue today, strained by a wide range of factors including
global warming, carbon emissions, sociopolitical and economic challenges, traditional workforce
decline and population growth. Technical innovations that address food security, like agricultural
robotics, are gaining traction in industry settings, moving from controlled labs and experimental test
facilities to real-world environments. Such technologies require sufficient network infrastructure to
support in-field operations; thus, there is increased urgency to establish reliable, high-speed wireless
communication networking solutions that enable deployment of autonomous agri-robots. The work
presented here includes two contributions at the intersection of network infrastructure and in-field
agricultural robotics. First, the physical performance of a private 5G-SA system in an agri-robotics
application is evaluated and in-field experimental results are presented. These results are compared
(using the same experimental setup) against public 4G and private WiFi6 (a newly emerging wireless
communication standard). Second, a simulated experiment was performed to assess the “real-time”
operational delay in critical tasks that may require quick turnaround between in-field robot and
off-board processing. The results demonstrate that public 4G cannot be used in the agricultural
domain for applications that require high throughput and reliable communication; that private 5G-SA
greatly outperforms public 4G in all performance metrics (as expected); and that private WiFi6,
though limited in range, is a fast and very reliable alternative in specific settings. While a single
wireless solution does not currently exist for the agricultural domain, multiple technologies can be
combined in a hybrid solution that meets the communications requirements.

Keywords: 5G; agricultural technologies; robotics; agri-robotics

1. Introduction

The agricultural domain is currently experiencing increased focus on emerging tech-
nologies and robotic applications, largely due to concerns about food security and response
to climate change. One of the primary motivators for sustainable farming is population
growth [1]: current agricultural practises are not sustainable and are not viable for up-
scaling to secure food for the predicted 10.2 billion people by 2050 [2]. As a result, the
intersection of agricultural robotics (or agri-robotics) and supporting technologies, like
telecommunications, has garnered international attention from governments and industries
alike [3–7]. The work presented here explores the intersection of network infrastructure
and in-field agricultural robotics, investigating practical factors that impact our ability to
enable state-of-the-art telecommunications networks in farm settings.

First, to motivate our work, we highlight some of the sociopolitical and environmental
factors that are having negative impact on global food security and inspiring the recent
boom in agricultural robotics. One example where sociopolitical events have stressed the
food supply chain is the current war between Russia and Ukraine. These two countries
are estimated to account for 30% of the global wheat supply [8,9]. Another example is
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Brexit, where the UK leaving the EU single market has led to fewer seasonal workers
entering the UK, traditionally from Eastern Europe, to support the harvesting of fruits and
vegetables [10]. Further, the COVID-19 pandemic laid bare the impact of labour shortages
on agricultural productivity in multiple countries [11,12].

Examples of environmental effects on agriculture go both ways: climate change
negatively impacts growing conditions and some farming practices negatively impact
natural resources. Climate change causes unpredictable weather patterns (e.g., rainfall,
heatwaves, average temperatures), which contributes to increased prevalence of weeds,
infestations of pests and soil erosion, all of which can stress and damage crops [1,13,14].
And, certain agricultural practices can damage the environment, such as heavy farm
vehicles causing soil compaction [15,16] or livestock accounting for a significant percentage
of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions [17].

Precision agriculture [18,19] encompasses a broad spectrum of intelligent technologies
that allow growers to make decisions at the level of an individual plant, or group of
contiguous plants, rather than an entire field. This means that resources, such as fertilisers
and water, as well as herbicides and pesticides, can be targeted to specific plants or planted
regions, rather than applying across an entire field, which can be wasteful when only
a portion of the field requires that treatment, as well as unnecessarily expensive and
potentially damaging to the environment. Intelligent sensors, either mounted in static
locations around fields or on mobile devices such as ground-based or aerial (UAV) robots,
can feed precise location-specific information about plant growth (e.g., size, colour, shape)
and the environment (e.g., temperature, moisture, humidity) to farmers, who can use those
data to inform their timetables concerning when (or not) to spray, when to harvest, etc. In
addition, specialised actuators can also be mounted on robots to allow the location-specific
information to feed real-time decision making and trigger actuation such as spraying,
mechanical weeding or harvesting, performed by robots in the field.

From the intelligent robotics perspective, these types of tasks require a number of
capabilities: (a) precise location of sensed information; (b) precise location for actuation;
(c) path planning for ground-based robots to minimise soil compaction and energy usage
or flight planning for aerial robots to minimise energy usage; and (d) accurate analysis
of sensed data. The joint desire for highly accurate position information and the ability
to transmit sensor data from fields to farmers (or automated decision support systems)
highlights the need for communications networks that can deliver both of these capabilities
reliably and robustly, and leads us to consider fifth-generation, or 5G, solutions.

Fifth-generation telecommunications is anticipated to provide three key technical
advantages over existing fourth-generation capabilities [20]: enhanced mobile broadband
(eMBB) at high bandwidth, ultra-reliable low-latency (URLLC) and massive machine-type
communications (mMTC) at low bandwidth and high scale to enable Internet-of-Things
(IoT) and similar capabilities [21]. Taken together, eMBB and URLLC promise better
performance for applications such as accurate and timely positioning and faster sensor data
transmission. However, 5G is not available everywhere, and public installations, especially
in rural communities where populations are sparse (i.e., the paying customer base is small),
are not a high priority in many countries. Thus, we are concerned with understanding the
specific practical advantages of private 5G within an agriculture application domain.

In the work presented here, we explore three wireless network technologies and
evaluate their performance in an in-field agri-robotics environment. There is one common
requirement for all agricultural robots: the need for a reliable, high-throughput and low-
latency network connection between robots and operations control. This could be for image
recognition on the edge (edge compute), firmware updates, data offload, model training or
manual remote assistance. As such, we have chosen to investigate three technologies that
can support such intensive operations:

• 5G has many desirable traits that can be leveraged by farmers that employ such
technology, for example, high throughput, low latency and robust communications.
Fifth-generation telecommunications can deal with the demands of real-time, in-field
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image recognition tasks. If farmers were to own their own private 5G, they could also
have the opportunity to lease their wireless network capacity when their demand is
low or they have unused bandwidth.

• WiFi6 is soon to become one of the new wireless network standards that will be widely
used in appropriate settings (e.g., indoor locations, such as offices and greenhouses).
It has impressively high throughput, low latency and more advanced reliability and
quality-of-service features than today’s WiFi standard, i.e., WiFi5. The range of WiFi6
is smaller than that of 4G or 5G; hence, a number of mesh solutions have been proposed.

• 4G is currently available in over 85% of locations worldwide and is anticipated to
cover 98% of the globe by 2028 [22]. Fourth-generation telecommunications can
theoretically support high throughput and is known to be reliable, but not known to
support low latency.

In the work presented here, more emphasis is placed on private 5G and WiFi6, as
these are new and emerging communication networks, whereas we consider public 4G as
our baseline. A definite advantage of a private system (over public provision) is that the
network operator has control over system parameters, albeit within the constraints of their
(usually government-regulated) operating license.

Here, we describe and present the results for two separate experiments that we have
conducted: a physical experiment to demonstrate capabilities and a simulated experiment
to demonstrate requirements. The physical experiment tests the application of two-way
communication between an in-field robot streaming real-time video to a remote server,
which performs detection of crops and weeds from the received video. The received video
stream is converted to a stream of images that are passed on to an AI-driven detection
system. The wireless network results for throughput and latency are compared. The
simulated experiment uses the average latency results from the physical experiment to
compare “real-time” operational performance.

The remainder of this paper is comprised of a literature review (Section 2), explor-
ing current research and state of the art; a description of our methodology and testing
environment (Section 3), discussing the three wireless networks and locations where our
experiments were conducted; presentation of our physical experiment (Section 4), analysing
capabilities through network throughput and latency metrics; discussion of our simulated
experiment (Section 5), investigating the requirements for “real-time” operation and control;
and finally, a conclusion (Section 6).

2. Related Work

Agricultural environments hold many challenges for wireless networks, as they are
unstructured and have natural obstacles that cannot be penetrated by most forms of
telecommunications. Alternatively, laying wired infrastructure around farms is even more
challenging and expensive [23]. Because of the shear sizes and remote locations of farms, it
is unrealistic to dig trenches or erect overhead structures and permanently place wiring
or optical cables to provide communication across fields. Such infrastructure could be
damaged by normal farm use: farmers are prone to dig up land occasionally, which might
damage underground cables, and heavy farm vehicles can cause soil compaction, especially
in wet conditions, as much as 25–50 cm deep, which can move or harm underground cables.
Fibre optic cables are usually placed 15–20 cm underground and can be laid much deeper,
but with a significant increase in cost. Instead, smaller 5G cells can be used to deliver
high-speed and reliable wireless communication to rural areas [7]. Currently, the cost of 5G
carrier and user equipment remains prohibitively high for private purchase, and such an
expanse of public 5G is yet to arrive in rural areas.

From all the challenges that come with wired infrastructure, it is no wonder that the
literature in communication and networking for agriculture is mainly focused on wireless
networks, Internet-of-Things (IoT) and low-cost and low-power sensors [24–26]. The
research looks at either multiple sensors on a single device (system-on-chip), performing a
specific function, or cloud/fog computing for data collection [27–29]. WiFi [27] and Hybrid
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WiFi/Zigbee [29] communication infrastructures have been investigated, but are limited
in functionality and device support, as well as number of communicating devices. Little
consideration is given to a more practical and permanent communication infrastructure
supporting a wide range of devices, functionalities and robot operations in agricultural
environments. However, 5G has the potential to support not only a large number of
connected devices, but also a wide range of different devices [6]. Moreover, considering
the growth and popularity of 3G and 4G as use cases, the number of devices that support
5G will continue to grow as the technology matures, bringing cheaper and lower-power
devices to the market. The lack of such research has been noted with the emergence of
5G [7,30].

The literature in robotics for agriculture shows that the right research questions are
being investigated; however, progress is much slower than expected. A divide can be
seen between emerging robot applications in other domains such as warehouse robotics
and self-driving autonomous vehicles, which employ state-of-the-art research in planning,
navigation, environment interaction and machine vision. Comparatively, application of
these methodologies in agri-robotics is progressing more slowly, largely due to the more
variable and challenging environmental conditions for deployment. High-end industrial
tractors with RTK-GPS (real-time kinematic positioning GPS) with basic autopilot and
mission planner software features [31] are one example of agri-robotics research that has
been demonstrated in the field [32]. Other examples of agri-robotics research making
gains include the use of image detection and machine learning in the field [33,34], novel
fleet-management and navigation in robot teams [35], and learning from demonstration
to scale autonomous navigation [36]. These activities motivate the need for superior
telecommunications infrastructure and innovation in rural environments.

Tang et al. [7] present use cases and similar research to draw a hypothetical argument
for the use of 5G in agriculture and review outcomes based on expectations. But no
actual results are shown of 5G-SA (stand alone) in an agricultural application, which is
the contribution we present here. To the best of our knowledge, no research exists in the
agricultural domain that evaluates and discusses the practical performance of 5G and
compares general wireless technology in a rural environment with detailed performance
metrics obtained with robots in the field. Here, we present practical results from a physical
experiment performed in two different fields, detailed in Section 4, to demonstrate the
physical capabilities of (private) 5G in a messy, real-world setting. In addition, we present
simulated results, described in Section 5, to demonstrate the performance requirements for
wireless communications in an agri-robotic task environment.

3. Experiment Design

This section describes the underpinning agri-robotics use case that serves as the basis
for the experiments presented here (Section 3.1), the image detection methodology we
implemented for weed identification (Section 3.2), the locations where experiments were
conducted (Section 3.3), the apparatus deployed (Section 3.4), the wireless network systems
evaluated (Section 3.5), and finally, how tunnelling was used to support two-way 5G
communication (Section 3.6).

3.1. Agri-Robotics Use Case

The agri-robotics use case we employ for the experiments presented here aims to
develop a sprayer robot that can autonomously drive in a farm field performing real-time
weed detection and spot spraying [37]. This includes streaming real-time video captured by
the robot in the field to an off-board processor for weed detection, followed by transmitting
weed locations back to the robot for guiding spraying actuation. The experimental results
and discussion in Section 4 evaluate the performance of three different wireless network
technologies in performing this task, to demonstrate the capabilities possible with private
5G in comparison with other technologies available. This basic setup can also be used for
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a range of other applications—not only spot spraying for weeds, but also for spraying
pesticides and fungicides, as well as spot irrigation and selective harvesting.

The conceptual setup of our experimental system is shown in Figure 1. Wireless com-
munication was established between a remote-controlled robot driving in a field, streaming
video to a laptop with a dedicated GPU acting as a pseudo mobile edge computer (MEC)
(see Section 3.4), which in turn performed image analysis in real time and displayed the
results on a screen. For collecting our experimental data—where only generic navigation
was important and actual spraying did not take place—the remote-controlled robot was a
small mobile platform (Leo Rover [38]), outfitted with a small footprint laptop (running
Ubuntu Linxu) and a RealSense depth camera [39] The visualisation was adopted for ex-
perimental purposes—in a real spraying operation, position information to guide spraying
actuation would be sent back to the robot. Sample detection results are shown in Figure 2.
The MEC/GPU laptop was placed at a fixed location, depending on the type of wireless
network being tested, as described in Section 3.5.

Figure 1. Agricultural use case: detecting weeds and crops in a field.

Figure 2. Sample detection results of weeds and crop. The red boxes indicate crop (lettuce) and the
blue boxes indicate weeds. A trained Yolov5m model was used to obtain these results, as described
in Section 3.2.

3.2. Image Detection

In related work [37], we developed a Machine Learning (ML) model designed to meet
specific image resolution, processing speed and detection accuracy requirements:

• To detect weeds accurately using this model, images must be in focus and with a
resolution of at least 640 × 360 pixels (width × height). The ML model benefits from
higher resolution images as more detail is retained.
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• To achieve “real-time” performance, the image-processing pipeline (including image
capture and object detection) must be capable of running faster than a video stream of
30 frames per second (FPS) or higher (i.e., ≤33.3 ms per frame). This is to enable video
footage to run uninterrupted at 30FPS with overhead for missed frames.

• To provide practical utility for the spot-spraying task at hand, the model needs to
achieve >80% accuracy in crop vs. weed detection.

In this work [37], seven different ML models were compared and, of those, Yolov5m [40]
achieved the best results, with an accuracy of over 87% and image inference at a rate
of ~69FPS.

For the experiments described here, Yolov5m was set up on the MEC and the robot
streamed video images of the field at 30FPS to the MEC/GPU laptop. The MEC/GPU
laptop then analysed the incoming video stream, performed image inference using the
learned model, created bounding boxes outlining the crops and weeds in each image, and
finally transmitted a live video feed with the detected weeds and crops to the user laptop.
Figure 2 illustrates sample results running this model on images of lettuce and surrounding
weeds in the field.

3.3. Experiment Locations

For the results presented here, experiments were conducted in two fields, which we
refer to as the Vegetable Polytunnel and the Walled Garden. Our private 5G network has a
geographical advantage in the Vegetable Polytunnel compared to the Walled Garden. The
Vegetable Polytunnel area has VLoS (visual line-of-sight) with few obstacles blocking the
signal and data collection points are at approximate distances of 46 and 80 m to the antenna,
the closest and furthest points measured, respectively. In contrast, the Walled Garden is
important in testing the limitations of the 5G network because it contains regions with
NVLoS (no visual line-of-sight), which are either lightly or heavily obscured by a high tree
line and a brick wall surrounding the field. Data collection points in the Walled Garden
are at approximate distances of 122 and 154 m, the closest and furthest points measured,
respectively. The two areas used for experiments are illustrated in Figures 3 and 4, in
Section 4. The areas of operation and exact distances between data collection points, i.e.,
from network access point (location of MEC/GPU laptop) to in-field robot, are given in
Section 4.

(a)

Vegetable Polytunnel

Location Distance (m)
5G-SA WiFi

P.R.L. 49.1 8.3
M.V.F. 61.5 8.6
R.W.P. 72.0 32.6
D.L.F. 81.4 32.9

(b)

Figure 3. Vegetable Polytunnel. (a) Satellite image showing the four experiment locations, iden-
tified using abbreviated what3words; and (b) distances from the 5G-SA and WiFi6 access points,
respectively, to the data collection points in the polytunnel.
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(a)

Walled Garden

Location Distance(m)
5G-SA WiFi

A.C.D. 143.4 14.0
A.C.J. 119.5 32.2
O.L.D. 154.8 14.4
L.V.C. 132.3 33.2

(b)

Figure 4. Walled Garden. (a) Satellite image showing the four experiment locations, identified using
abbreviated what3words, in the Walled Garden; and (b) distances from the 5G-SA and WiFi6 access
points, respectively, to the data collection points in the garden.

3.4. Apparatus

The setup of each of the three communications networks compared in this paper
are detailed here. Our 5G system is a stand-alone (SA) network, using the emerging
New Radio (NR) sub-6 GHz band N77, which is privately owned by our research facility,
making it easier to conduct controlled experiments and with fewer restrictions than a public
network. We are able to adjust certain system parameters, within the constraints of our
license agreement, in order to support different types of experimentation. WiFi, and by
extension WiFi6, can be set up as either a private or public network, as it is not currently (in
many countries) controlled by a regulatory body that requires a license to operate. In the
experiments reported here, WiFi6 with the 802.11 ax standard was deployed and set up as
a private network. The 4G network in these experiments is commonly used: a commercial,
publicly available telecommunications system, with no parameters controlled by end users.
The wireless networks’ configuration details and common parameters are discussed further
in Section 3.5.

Our 5G-SA system currently does not employ a permanent mobile edge compute
(MEC) node, which is typically a powerful server-grade system that is used to perform
fast computation on the “edge” (i.e., in the local environment) as opposed to sending data
off to the “cloud”. In our setup, the server-grade MEC functionality is approximated by a
temporary solution, a powerful GPU-driven laptop, which we refer to as our pseudo-MEC,
or the MEC/GPU laptop.

All experiments were conducted using two laptops that have identical hardware and
adequate compute power. The laptops are deemed to have “adequate” processing power
if they have a dedicated GPU with at least 4 GB or more of graphics RAM. Each laptop
is an ASUS TUF Dash F15 [41], with i7 11370H @4.8GHz (4 core, 8 thread) CPU, RTX
3060 GPU with 6 GB GDDR6 and 8 GB DDR4 RAM. One laptop was used as the remote
server, denoted as the pseudo-MEC, and the other acted as a mobile client integrated on a
remote-controlled robot in the field.

3.5. Wireless Networks

The network equipment, including the two laptops used for communication experi-
ments, had different setups depending on the type of network being tested. We tried to
keep the setups as similar as possible so that our comparisons of experimental results are
valid. This section describes our three different network setups and configurations.

3.5.1. 5G-SA Network

A connection diagram is illustrated in Figure 5. The pseudo-MEC, for the 5G-SA
network experiments is directly attached via Ethernet cable (cat6) to the receiving private
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5G-SA mast. Moreover, all Ethernet wired cable connections use cat6 cabling, unless
otherwise specified. The robot (i.e., mobile client) is connected via an external 5G CPE
(Customer-Premises Equipment) device, by Ethernet cable, to allow it to communicate with
the 5G-SA network. The 5G-CPE is a router using a pre-configured 5G SIM card, provided
by BT [42] and Nokia [43] and configured especially for our private network.

Figure 5. Connection diagram for our 5G-SA network.

The 5G-SA network (N77) configuration is listed in Table 1, specifying relevant network
and system and relevant parameters. There are certain configuration limitations and the
metrics listed in the table illustrate what our system is capable of achieving at the time
of writing this paper. For example, currently the Time Division Duplex (TDD) and carrier
bandwidth are fixed and subject (in the UK) to Ofcom [44] licensing limitations. Download
(DL) and upload (UL) speeds are used typically to denote throughput rates or refer to
modulation.

Table 1. 5G-SA network configuration.

Specification Description

5G Frequency Band N77 3800–4100 MHz

Carrier Bandwidth 100 MHz

Modulation 256 (DL)/64 (UL) QAM

Transmit power 5 W per Tx path (4Tx paths)

MIMO layers 4 × 2 closed loop MIMO

TDD (UL:DL) ratio 3/7

3.5.2. WiFi6 Network

A connection diagram is illustrated in Figure 6. The pseudo-MEC (MEC/GPU laptop)
for the WiFi6 network experiments is connected via Ethernet cable (cat6) to a WiFi6 enabled
router. The robot’s on-board processor (i.e., the mobile client) has an internal WiFi6 network
card that allows it to communicate with the WiFi6 enabled router.

Figure 6. Connection diagram for the WiFi6 network.

The WiFi6 configuration, specifying relevant network and system parameters, are
listed in Table 2. Further details on the specific WiFi6 router used can be found on the
manufacturer’s web site [45]. It should be noted that TDD is not a feature of WiFi commu-
nication networks and QoS (Quality of Service) groups are disabled (unassigned). For the
ideal case (highest throughput and lowest latency), the QoS feature is left disabled.
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Table 2. WiFi6 central router configuration.

Specification Description

5 GHz Frequency Band (802.11 ax) 5160–5895 MHz

Carrier Bandwidth 40–160 MHz

Modulation (up to) 1024 (DL/UL) QAM

Transmit power 1W

TDD (UL:DL) ratio N/A

3.5.3. Fourth-Generation Network

Because we used a public 4G network, the MEC/GPU laptop could not be directly
connected to a receiving 4G mast. Instead, “mobile client” analogy for the MEC/GPU
and robot laptops for the 4G experiments are replaced by client-to-client functionality
(see Section 3.6), illustrated in Figure 7. Both mobile clients used for our 4G network
experiments connect to the network via external USB dongle devices. The external device
used for 4G networking is the D-Link DWM-222 dongle [46].

Figure 7. Connection diagram for the 4G network.

The 4G configuration, specifying network and system parameters, are estimated in
Table 3. The D-Link DWM-222 supports any UK commercial SIM card network carrier
and connects to any device via USB2.0 connection. The maximum data rate of USB2.0 is
480 Mbps, which is enough to test the maximum theoretical speed of 4G communication,
which is 300 Mbps DL and 150 Mbps UL. However, actual 4G commercial download and
upload speed is approximately 6% (18.4 Mbps) and 10% (14.7 Mbps) of the theoretical
maximums (achieved by EE [47], respectively. The UL/DL data are aggregated from over
210,000 mobile phones across the UK [48].

Table 3. Fourth-generation D-Link configuration [49].

Specification Description

LTE frequency band 800–2600 MHz

Carrier bandwidth 1–20 MHz

Modulation 256 (DL)/64 (UL) QAM

Transmit power 0.2 W

UL:DL (in Mbps) 150:300 (theoretical)
20:100 (real-world)

To demonstrate the maximum real-world 4G speed achieved in VLoS and within ap-
proximately 10 m of a 4G mast, measurements were taken in London (UK) using Ookla [50],
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which is a speed test application that downloads and uploads a short burst of data to mea-
sure throughput; results were 100 Mbps DL and 20 Mbps UL. In a normal usage scenario,
it is extremely unlikely to achieve such 4G speeds, as this would require a user to be in
close proximity, in VLoS and able to predict low network traffic load for a particular public
4G mast, and additionally to know if the access point for the service they want to use is
spatially close (fewer hops between network nodes to reach the server) and that it employs
state-of-the-art network capabilities.

Table 3 lists all the known parameters for the 4G network. It should be noted that the
actual TDD ratio is unknown and usually dynamic depending on the 4G network carrier.
However, the maximum theoretical speeds and real-world practical speeds are well known
and documented for 4G; these are given in Table 3.

3.6. Tunnelling in Wireless Communications

Tunnelling is a network protocol that allows for the secure transmission of private
data over a public (or private) network. It is a way of giving users of a public network
access to network resources that they would not otherwise be able to reach [51]. In some
rare instances, tunnelling is used to enable unsupported network protocols and to bypass
firewalls. The nature of our private 5G network and public 4G network experiments
required us to use tunnelling for this purpose. Our current 5G network setup uses a network
address translation (NAT) layer, which hides any connected devices’ IP for better security. For
research use cases and experimentation, the NAT layer presents an issue as it makes direct
communication between connected devices impossible. The way of circumnavigating the
issue is by creating a private tunnel connection between directly communicating devices,
which is what has been carried out for the experiments described in Section 4. In the
future, NAT forwarding will be enabled as a feature for the private 5G network to allow for
direct communication without the need for tunnelling. However, for public 4G network
experiments, removing the NAT layer is not an option, as it is controlled by the network
carrier, and security is a very important and concerning issue on public networks. Thus,
it will always be necessary to bypass the security measures put on public networks and
to enable certain network protocols to run between the pseudo-MEC (server; MEC/GPU
laptop) and the robot (client; on-board processor).

The public 4G network results presented in Sections 4 and 5 are used to demonstrate
the best possible communication performance achieved with current commercial technol-
ogy available in rural areas; many farmers currently contend with sub-standard network
performance, depending on the location of farm fields and what type of mobile network is
available. Fourth-generation telecommunications is used as the “benchmark to beat” for 5G,
while WiFi6, although restrictive in its use case in agriculture, is used to show how close
5G gets to a state-of-the-art wireless local area network (WLAN). A simplified network
diagram in Figure 8 shows how NAT works for the 4G and 5G networks.

Figure 8. A simplified diagram showing how messages are handled by a router using NAT.
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Unlike mobile networks, e.g., 3G, 4G, 5G, etc., WiFi, and by extension WiFi6, routers
do not need to hide wireless local devices’ IP addresses. The functionality of NAT is usually
required only when a device is connected to the internet (online), which is not always
required by farmers. If a WiFi-enabled network is required to upload data to the cloud or to
an online server, this can be carried out without introducing NAT to the local wireless area
network. However, introducing an online component to WLANs can cause bottlenecks
to occur due to low-throughput capabilities of a specific Internet service provider (ISP) or
geographical area.

To achieve bidirectional communication for 4G and 5G, a peer-to-peer tunnelling net-
work service was created using WireGuard [52]. Network tunnelling can increase delay if
the network path taken between communicating devices is not direct, i.e., requests have
to be made to the virtual private network (VPN) or tunnelling service; in addition, com-
munication paths can take unknown hops to reach a destination. However, the tunnelling
network for the private 5G network is made up of only two end-point laptops, which
means that there is minimal delay in the system. For example, Donenfeld [52] performed
tests using ideal conditions (two end-point devices connected with an Ethernet cable),
and WireGuard achieved the lowest ping time against all other tested applications, with a
latency of ~0.403 ms. A WireGuard experiment over the air cannot be conducted accurately
enough as dynamic environment conditions are hard to measure precisely and are highly
variable. However, from the latency results shown in Section 4.2, any delay introduced by
WireGuard is considered insignificant.

To allow for two devices to directly communicate over a public network, a different
type of WireGuard service is required, i.e., server–client tunnelling network. For example,
the public 4G network experiments were configured using a WireGuard server–client
tunnelling network to bypass the ISP gateway (anonymity) that comes with standard public
wireless communications. However, this means that there is an increase in WireGuard
delay path routing, and it is more complex to calculate true Round-Trip Time (RTT) latency.

4. Physical Experiments: Network Throughput and Latency

Wireless network experiments were conducted in four corners of two test environ-
ments: the Vegetable Polytunnel and the Walled Garden, mentioned in Section 3.3. In
total, experiments were conducted in eight geographically dispersed points, and at each
point, an experiment lasted 30 s and was repeated 5 times. The results are presented in
Section 4.2. The commercial mapping tool What3Words (W3W) [53] was used to identify
and mark the eight data collection points where experiments were conducted, illustrated
in Figures 3a and 4a. For ease of visualising the results in Section 4.2, the points used for
data collection are labelled with the first letter of each W3W specification, as well as the
location of the core network (access point) for the 5G-SA and WiFi6 networks. Note that for
privacy reasons, the exact locations are not shared in this paper (i.e., abbreviated one-letter
versions of the W3W tags are listed instead of the full tags). The approximate distances
between each data collection point and the access points (5G-SA and WiFi6) are given in
Figures 3b and 4b. The physical experiments and results are discussed in Section 4.3.

4.1. Performance Metrics

To test network stability and performance, three different video streaming settings
were used, labelled as 1-RGB, 4-RGB and 1-RGBD, which describe in-field robot video data
stream being transmitted to the MEC/GPU laptop using our 5G-SA network. Note that
all video stream data in our experiments was compressed. The number prefix denotes the
number of video streams, for example 1-RGB denotes one RGB video stream. The 1-RGB
video stream experiment tests realistic latency conditions in what can be considered typical
or medium network load. The 4-RGB video stream experiment is used to test how 4G, 5G-SA
and WiFi6 deal with multiple (i.e., four) data streams communicating at the same time.
Four video streams can be considered heavy network load, which is expected to increase
latency for all network types. Finally, the 1-RGBD stream experiment is used as a method
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to analyse how the different networks react to a single source of consistent heavy network
load. It is important to stress that it was never the intention of the authors to analyse
maximum throughput or lowest latency, but rather to demonstrate the practical results
and evaluate the comparative performance of state-of-the-art network systems (i.e., 5G-SA,
WiFi6, and a commonly used commercial network system, i.e., 4G) within a real-world
agricultural environment.

There were three independent variables in our experiments: location, network type and
video stream number. There were two dependent variables, reflecting the raw data collected
to assess performance: latency, measured in microseconds (ms); and throughput, measured in
megabits per second (Mbps). The results are presented next.

4.2. Results

While a larger set of performance metrics were collected during the experiments
described in this paper, a selected portion of the results that best illustrate our aims are
reported here. For each of the two performance metrics, three statistics are presented:
mean, standard deviation and minimum latency (ms); and mean, standard deviation and
maximum throughput (Mbps).

Throughput results are interpreted from the point-of-view of the in-field mobile
robot as the amount of data transmitted from the robot to the MEC/GPU laptop. Note
that wherever “throughput” results are shown or discussed they depict the “data sent”
performance metric. This data sent metric (from robot to MEC/GPU) is much higher in
proportion to the data received (from MEC/GPU to robot), which is negligible. The data
received by the robot are of a very small volume because the robot only receives basic
network telemetry data, short control messages to start and stop a video stream, and
co-ordinate information identifying weed locations in an image. As a consequence, here
we focus only on the data sent from robot to MEC/GPU stream, and our analysis presented
here considers only that stream.

The data collection point (geographical location) with the best results for latency (low-
est mean and minimal latency) and throughput (highest mean and maximum throughput)
is selected for each of the two environments and shown in Table 4 (for a complete view of
all data collection points covering the six key performance metrics, refer to Appendix A).
Figures 9 and 10 show the data from Table 4 for each of the environments, Walled Garden
and Vegetable Polytunnel. The wireless networks’ latency results ranking, in Figure 9,
remained the same throughout all data collection points in both test environments. It was
always the case that WiFi6 had the lowest latency followed by 5G-SA, whereas 4G had the
highest latency, which was ten times higher than the latter. The ordering of the wireless
networks’ performance remained similar for throughput, as shown in Figure 10.

In all instances, WiFi6 outperformed 5G-SA and greatly outperformed 4G. 5G-SA
outperformed 4G in all environments. Finally, the distance between the two environments
from each access point is averaged and compared for 5G-SA and WiFi6. The 5G-SA mast
is an average distance of 66.0 m and 137.5 m from the Vegetable Polytunnel and Walled
Garden, respectively; and the WiFi6 router is an average distance of 20.6 m and 23.5 m
from the Vegetable Polytunnel and Walled Garden, respectively (a difference of 45.4 m and
114.0 m respectively, between the two corresponding environments and wireless networks).
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Table 4. The best results achieved in each environment for the different network types. As per the
narrative at the beginning of Section 4, each experiment lasted 30 s and was repeated 5 times. These
results show the statistics for the best experiment of the 5 performed in each condition.

Vegetable Polytunnel

Network Latency (ms) Throughput (Mbps)
Type Mean Min Loc. Dist. Mean Max Loc. Dist.

4G 94.9 72.0 D.L.F. — 12.5 16.5 D.L.F. —

5G-SA 15.7 12.9 D.L.F. 81.4 57.1 65.1 P.R.L. 49.1

WiFi6 1.2 1.0 M.V.F. 8.6 144.2 145.2 L.V.C. 33.2

Walled Garden

Network Latency (ms) Throughput (Mbps)
Type Mean Min Loc. Dist. Mean Max Loc. Dist.

4G 187.2 152.7 L.V.C. — 15.4 17.8 A.C.J. —

5G-SA 23.1 17.7 O.L.D. 132.3 31.0 33.8 O.L.D. 132.3

WiFi6 1.3 1.0 O.L.D. 14.4 144.2 149.5 A.C.D. 14.0

(a) Vegetable Polytunnel (b) Walled Garden

Figure 9. Best network latency results, averaged over 5 experimental runs gathered from a single
“best” location (please refer to Table 4). The mean is the solid line in the centre of the shaded regions,
which shows ±1 standard deviation.

(a) Vegetable Polytunnel (b) Walled Garden

Figure 10. Network throughput results, averaged over 5 experimental runs gathered from a single
“best” location (please refer to Table 4). The mean is the solid line in the centre of the shaded regions,
which shows ±1 standard deviation.
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4.3. Discussion

Our results demonstrate that commercially available public 4G is unrealistic to be used
for high-data-rate and low-latency operations in the rural environment, rarely achieving
below 100 ms latency and never managing to reach over 20 Mbps data throughput. We note
that, on average, the public 4G network data rate we recorded is close to the quoted upload
speeds of 14.7 Mbps [48]. It should be noted that the region surrounding the chosen test
locations was thoroughly evaluated for the best 4G signal and network provider to achieve
these results. Low throughput and high latency can result in poor performance of the
in-field robot, resulting in potential misinterpretation and/or mislabelling of plants and/or
erroneous robot localisation, even leading to robots causing damage to plants. A strength
of public 4G networks for agriculture is that if a rural area has any network coverage, it is
quick and easy to set up with little configuration required. However, this strength carries
a weakness. Total control and availability of the network is in the control of the network
carrier (ISP), within government regulations, of course. Moreover, a network-wide outage
at the ISP means instant outage and potentially significant disruption to normal operations
on a farm.

Public 5G, which is not evaluated in this work, is expected to perform with lower
latency and higher data rate than public 4G. Hence, it can be assumed that public 5G can
support high-data-rate, low-latency agri-robotics and the future smart farm. However, this
is not the case currently, and it will remain so until public 5G fully matures, and even if it
does, there is a chance that it will remain unrealistic to expect full coverage in rural areas, as
is the case with public 4G. It needs to be considered that commercial networks do not apply
a balanced TDD, i.e., more emphasis on download speed and delivering services, unlike a
private network that can be configured to provide more balanced upload and download
speeds and improve network coverage to more rural areas.

If we take a look at real-world data provided by Ookla [54] for Q1–Q2 of 2021, the
highest 5G upload data achieved are 41.79 Mbps in South Korea. South Korea have been
the leader in network technology and Internet infrastructure since the late 1990s/early
2000s [55], and they are world-leading in 5G as well [56]. Yet, the remaining bottleneck for
public 5G seems to be upload speed. Getting over the maturity and configuration hurdle,
the lack of control over the network and relying on an ISP, as is the case for 4G, remains
an issue.

The private 5G-SA available at the University of Lincoln has proved why it is better
than public 5G: by showing greater upload speeds achieved in real-world experiments of
57.1 Mbps with VLoS and 31.0 Mbps with NVLoS, Table 4. Public networks are typically
tuned to maximise download speeds (e.g., for customers streaming video from cloud ser-
vices), whereas the on-farm use case such as the one tested here will need to maximise
upload speeds. The slowest average upload speed is approximately double that of the UK
average according to [54]. Upload speeds over 30 Mbps can support at least one live video
stream and bidirectional communication and 60 Mbps can support two live streams and
bidirectional communication. Moreover, the latter case can support multiple live streams;
however, video streaming will not be real-time and will not be running at 30 FPS. The
private 5G 4-RGB streaming experiments showed significant reduction in video stream
quality and speed, with some streams buffering for a few seconds before starting back
up again. The fact that four video streams shared bandwidth meant that the system was
trying to balance resources and all four streams were not running at the same speed, i.e.,
some smoother than others, whereas the 1-RGBD stream experiment experienced slowness
or choppiness and was not running at 30 FPS. The expected bandwidth requirement for
live RGBD video streaming is ~145.0 Mbps, 5G could support approximately half the
required bandwidth.

The private WiFi6 (local) network was evaluated as it has recently become commer-
cially available and it is state-of-the-art in terms of network features and performance,
introducing higher network speeds and very low latency. It was expected that WiFi6 will
beat 5G in data throughput, and in fact, it leads 5G by ~2.5 times in upload data speeds.
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WiFi6 unexpectedly beats 5G in latency time as well, by being as much as ~13 times lower.
However, the distances at which these results are obtained are not the same as for 5G, and
the NVLoS experienced by 5G is not present for WiFi6.

Our test location furthest from our WiFi6 router is 33.2 m, and from our 5G-SA access
point is 154.8 m—more than 4.5 times further for signals to travel between robot and 5G-SA
access point vs. WiFi6 router. The attenuation of a WiFi signal is exponential, and at a
distance greater than 100 m, there would be no signal (communication) at all. A high-
gain antenna could be used to boost WiFi signal; however, such antennae do not exist
commercially for WiFi6. Moreover, a license needs to be obtained to operate such antennae
for standard WiFi, making it very likely the case that WiFi6 will also require a license to
operate signal-boosting antennae.

Even though our WiFi6 tests results are demonstrably better than 5G-SA, and at a
completely different level compared to 4G, there are many situations where WiFi6 is not
the best option for agriculture. For example, the experiments conducted in this work used
only the WiFi6 standard, and support was disabled for older WiFi standards. This forced
all devices to use the latest standard for message transmission, ensuring lowest possible
latency and highest throughput. However, in practical environments (i.e., farm) it can be
beneficial to enable multi-WiFi support, allowing certain sensors to use older standards,
which may allow for greater compatibility, coverage and more robust signal strength to
distance drop off (better attenuation at greater distances). Moreover, not many discrete and
low-power WiFi6 network devices exist on the market. Most sensors used by agronomists
or farmers for monitoring rainfall, soil moisture, light levels, etc., do not support WiFi6.
Because of this, WiFi6 is less known, and not many real-world use cases and data exist yet.

5. Simulated Experiment

Building on the results presented in the previous section, we devised a simulated
experiment in order to analyse whether the latency values we obtained in our field tests
are realistic for real-world in-field deployment. We aim to demonstrate that a wireless
network can support real-time operation and control, where the robot in the field must
receive relative locations of plants within its current frame of reference, before it transitions
to a (substantially) new location. This is vital for the correct operation of a weed spraying
robot, as it needs to be able to spray the weeds correctly, while maintaining its speed.

Here we describe the setup for the simulation experiments and our results.

5.1. Experiment Design

Our objective is to analyse the “real-time” delay in transmitting robot location infor-
mation, comparing the different network types. To perform this simulated experiment,
we used real-world Round-Trip Time (RTT) mean latency results from two arbitrarily cho-
sen data collection points, P.R.L. and R.W.P. in the Vegetable Polytunnel. The 5G-SA and
WiFi6 networks in the Vegetable Polytunnel have mostly VLoS with light obstructions,
e.g., metal scaffolding, whereas the 4G network has some VLoS with moderate obstruc-
tions, e.g., tree lines, metal scaffolding and general RF interference that can occur over
longer-distance communication.

We simulate a robot driving from one point to the other, as illustrated in Figure 11. We
evaluated our simulated experiment twice: in each experiment, the RTT mean latency from
one of the points—P.R.L. or R.W.P.—is used to estimate the accumulated delay experienced
by the robot for each metre of travel as it drives from one point to the other. For every
metre that the simulated robot moves, its location is updated and sent to the MEC (e.g.,
our MEC/GPU laptop) and a processed reply message is sent back. It is approximated
that points P.R.L. and R.W.P. are 30 m apart; therefore, 30 location steps are generated, as
shown in Figure 11. The simulated robot moves with a velocity of 3 m/s which means
that every second, three location spaces are passed. For every metre the robot moves, one
image message is sent from the robot to the MEC; the image is processed at the MEC and
one weed location message (e.g., bounding box) is sent from the MEC to the robot, as
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described in Figure 12 and accompanying Table 5. The image-processing pipeline described
in Section 3.2 can process images at speeds as fast as ≈14.5 ms per image. To further
simplify the simulated experiments, robot velocity is assumed fixed and other external
factors contributing to latency are ignored.

Location Mean Latency (ms)
4G 5G-SA WiFi6

P.R.L. 216.7 63.9 1.2
dist — 49.1 8.3

R.W.P 294.0 22.9 1.3
dist — 72.0 32.9

Figure 11. Image shows 30 location spaces, each depicting 1 m, between data points P.R.L. and R.W.P.,
representing the simulated path of the robot. Table shows the mean latency results for 1-RGB from
points P.R.L. and R.W.P. for each of the three wireless networks (full results in Appendix A).

Figure 12. Image shows the magnified operation of the simulated robot if it had instantaneous (ideal)
communication over a 1 s period.

Table 5. Robot navigation and communication parameters.

Fixed robot velocity 3 m/s

Location update time per meter 0.333 s

Sent/received messages per second 3 msg/s

Total messages per second 6 msg/s

We make the assumption that the time that the robot is delayed while it waits for
each message is simply the RTT latency time of the network at the given location plus the
processing time. The message delay time is calculated as:

msg_delay_time = send_time + proc_time + recv_time

where send_time = the time required to send a message from the robot to the MEC/GPU
computer; proc_time = the time required to process the message on the MEC and prepare
a command message in response; and recv_time = the time taken to send the command
message from the MEC back to the robot.
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5.2. Results

We have RTT latency for points P.R.L. and R.W.P. and no real-world data for the points
in-between; as such, we cannot perform completely accurate evaluation of the message delay
time for our simulated exercise. However, we assume the trend lines in Figure 13 are a
good approximation of the RTT delay time; therefore, we can use the RTT latency of P.R.L.
and R.W.P. as the two extremes for each network, the table in Figure 11, to analyse how the
message delay time is affected.

(a) Trend line for 4G and 5G-SA (lower is better) (b) Zooming in on 5G-SA

Figure 13. Image (a) shows the trend line of RTT latency as the robot moves from data point P.R.L. to
R.W.P. Image (b) shows a closer inspection of only the trend line of RTT latency for the 5G network.

Our simulated robot sends three location updates every metre it drives and requires a
response within 0.333 s (333.3 ms) to allow it to carry out an operation while the location
has not changed, i.e., in real time. Calculating the difference between the required response
time and the message delay time provides allowable lag times for all three networks, as
shown in Table 6. This result shows that if 4G was employed for communication, a robot
would accumulate an overhead of between 3.4 s and 8.0 s (due to network lag) in just 10 s
of travel, and therefore would not be able to operate within real time.

Table 6. Simulated results. When values in the “lag time” column are negative, it means that there
is no slowdown of the robot due to communication latency. When these values are positive, they
indicate the amount of slowdown where the robot waits for messages to be received. Over the 10 s
(30 steps) of the experiment, this slowdown can accumulate significantly for 4G, as shown in the
last column.

msg Cumulative
Sent Delay Lag Delay over

rcv Proc Time Time 30 Steps
loc Network (ms) (ms) (ms) (ms) (ms)

P.R.L. 4G 216.7 14.5 447.9 114.6 3436.9
P.R.L. 5G-SA 63.9 14.5 142.3 −191.0 0.0
P.R.L. WiFi6 1.2 14.5 17.0 −316.3 0.0

R.W.P. 4G 294.0 14.5 602.5 269.2 8075.4
R.W.P. 5G-SA 22.9 14.5 60.4 −272.9 0.0
R.W.P. WiFi6 1.3 14.5 17.0 −316.3 0.0

For further evaluation of the experiment results, we performed simple vertex-form
quadratic calculations to visualise trend lines and observe the expected RTT latency over the
30 m path of the remote-controlled robot, as shown in Figure 13. This evaluation was only
performed for 4G and 5G-SA as WiFi6 barely observed any demonstrable change over the
30 m path. Moreover, including WiFi6 to Figure 13a) greatly reduced the usefulness of the
results and made them unclear as it skewed the y-axis in favour of WiFi6. The trend line
for 5G reduces between point P.R.L. and R.W.P. even though the distance from the access
point increases. This is because point R.W.P. has a more direct and open view of the central
access point antenna, which is directly pointing at it and the signal does not have to go
over the roof of a nearby building.
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5.3. Discussion

Our simulated experiment produces a back-of-the envelope estimate of the ability for
each type of network considered here to handle the real-time streaming traffic associated
with a robot moving in a field and needing to perform live image analysis to guide in-field
actuation, like spraying. The simulated experiment makes a number of assumptions about
the network traffic, but does demonstrate the differences between the network types and
shows that 4G is clearly insufficient. Another assumption made here is that the robot is
moving very slowly, at 1 m/s. More realistically, a sprayer in a field usually drives at about
15 km/h or 4 m/s. This faster speed would necessarily increase the need to analyse images
more quickly. Further experimentation and analysis is required to determine the number of
images per second that need to be analysed. In some cases, a slower frame rate can suffice
in order to support higher travel speeds of a robot in the field.

6. Conclusions

First, we summarise our results. Then, we close with a brief discussion of considera-
tions for future work, including mention of our planned next steps.

6.1. Summary

This work draws two important conclusions. Firstly, it evaluates the performance of
a private 5G-SA telecommunications network, a private WiFi6 network and a public 4G
telecommunications network for the use case of high-throughput and low-latency opera-
tions. Experiments in Section 4 were conducted in the context of an agricultural use case:
a robot capturing images in a field, streaming that video to an off-board edge computer
for identifying weeds and sending actuation commands back to the robot. The results
demonstrated that public 4G cannot be used in agriculture to support high-throughput
and low-latency operation. Further, in our controlled setting, we found that WiFi6 per-
formed better than 5G-SA. WiFi6 never saturated during throughput testing, whilst 5G-SA
saturated at approximately 60 Mbps when testing 1-RGBD video streaming. According
to [54], the achieved throughput is higher than leading countries’ public 5G results from
gathered data in Q1–Q2 of 2021. However, these results show a good outcome overall
for 5G, as it shows that the technology is still maturing. WiFi6 had a lower latency on
average of 18.2 ms compared to that of 5G-SA. The 5G-SA mast is further by 45.4 m and
114.0 m in the Vegetable Polytunnel and Walled Garden, respectively, compared to the
WiFi6 router. The greater distance from the access point further contributes to the worse
performance in the Walled Garden for the 5G-SA network. However, this highlights the
5G-SA network’s coverage over a greater distance and—a feature not tested—support for
connecting a greater amount of devices. WiFi/WiFi6 routers can support a few devices;
any increase in number of devices can greatly increase complexity, whereas the 5G-SA
network can inherently support a greater number of devices with gradual increase in
complexity. It is worth noting that the obtained results are only a snapshot of the private
5G-SA performance at the time of data collection. Our 5G-SA system is continuously being
updated and improved, making it more robust and balancing the upload and download
ratio for different use cases.

Secondly, a simulated experiment was conducted in order to assess the viability of
performing a more complex hypothetical variant of our agricultural use case using each
of the three network setups. Specifically, this experiment analysed latency. As previously
observed, these results reaffirmed that 4G is too slow to be able to perform the task at
hand. The WiFi6 and 5G-SA produced sufficient speed to manage the job. Furthermore,
the results showed that only in extreme cases, where the processing time is longer or the
velocity of the robot is greater, will WiFi6 have advantage over 5G-SA.

In conclusion, the results in this body of work are significant for the agricultural
domain. They clearly identify strengths and weaknesses of current and state-of-the-art
wireless network infrastructures for use in rural environments. Moreover, our results
identify fundamental requirements that future smart farms will ask of the telecommuni-
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cations industry. It is clear that 4G cannot support agricultural activities; and the smaller
coverage area, higher attenuation and much slower commercial uptake of WiFi6 make it
an impractical solution. The “illumination” of the target area by private 5G masts can be
designed to avoid high attenuation and fresnel edges, like trees and buildings, whereas
public 4G cannot, and as a result, the consistency of results on public 4G will be compro-
mised. Finally, this work highlights that there is no single wireless network that is best
suited for agri-technology and agri-robotics, but using a mixture of the state of the art can
provide a better solution. For example, private 5G can be used to move data faster between
longer distances connected to a WiFi6 (or multi-WiFi) wireless backhaul that extends to
locally connected robots and sensors in a farm field.

6.2. Considerations for Future Work

Deploying agricultural robots will involve not only solving technical problems such
as those outlined here, but also a range of social issues that are not addressed within the
scope of this article. These include factors such as farmer acceptance of robotic technologies,
where attitudes towards and experience with technology can vary greatly. Our experience
in other work where we are developing robots to operate alongside workers in fields is that
any solutions that can increase yield are attractive to farm managers and any solutions that
increase earnings are attractive to farm workers, who are often paid on a “piece rate” (e.g.,
how much volume they harvest).

While this article has focussed on the advantages of 5G, there are also a number
of disadvantages. For example, propagation distances are reduced due to increased fre-
quency/power restrictions; therefore, the number of cells required to cover large agri-
cultural areas increases. In addition, regulatory issues such as government licenses for
operating a private network can be prohibitive, from logistical and/or cost perspectives.
The installation and maintenance of a private network can require specialist personnel. For
example, the matching of transmitter/receiver capabilities of a 5G system to the task(s) for
which the system is deployed is crucial to ensure compatibility and to achieve maximum
throughput and desired functionality. Reliability and power consumption are other op-
erational issues that may be problematic for farmers. Utility costs may increase if more
technology is integrated on the farm (especially electronic vehicles, which is the case for
many new robots being developed). In addition, the more a farm increases its dependency
on networking, the more impactful network outages will be. In the extreme case, crops are
not harvested on time because networked equipment (like robots) cannot operate, leading
to potentially significant food waste and nullifying all the good intentions of agri-robots.

One alternative networking technology not considered in this article is LoRaWAN [57].
LoRaWAN can be used in some supplementary in-field sensors, for example, low-power
soil detection and phenotyping sensors throughout a farm field. However, LoRaWAN
cannot deal with sustained high-throughput communication for resource-intensive tasks.
However, that is not to say that LoRaWAN should not be used, nor that high-throughput
network infrastructure cannot and will not use other wireless technologies. On the contrary,
we envision future farms supporting multiple networks. For example, once a 5G network
with multiple nodes is established in an area, a WiFi(6) mesh network could be used as a
backhaul where required and such edge compute nodes could have support for multiple
technologies, such as LoRaWAN. Therefore, in the example demonstrated here, the edge
node could gather the data from the different wireless nodes (e.g., in-field robots) and
communicate it across the network (even to the cloud) via 5G.

In a practical farm environment with large farm fields and great distances across and
between them, more than a single 5G node or WiFi(6) router will be required. Our use cases
are presented as proof-of-concept and showcasing what each of these high-performing
wireless technologies can do when they are individually isolated. However, in a more
practical environment, 5G will be deployed with more nodes (antennas) and with a mixture
of 5G features, such as mmWave and sub-6GHz frequencies. If only a WiFi6 solution is
employed, it would require many nodes and high-powered antennas to try and reach
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further distances. However, there is a hybrid use case where a WiFi6 mesh supplements
5G networking, by receiving a 5G signal and allowing for multiple robots to connect via
WiFi6 to a main WiFi6 node which would connect these devices to the main 5G network
and allow for offloading to edge compute devices or other cloud infrastructure.

The next steps with our research involve testing more complex scenarios in a physical
environment. This includes the hypothetical setup simulated in Section 5, as well as setups
with multiple robots in the field, in larger fields (where the distance to the network mast is
greater) and handling more complex actuation messages going to the robot such that “send”
and “receive” transmissions are more balanced than in the experiments presented here. As
public 5G roll-out continues world-wide, having better understanding of the benefits in
agriculture will help farmers make the case for rural deployments of such networks. The
contribution of the work shared here helps to demonstrate that the wireless infrastructure
of 5G is required to facilitate even the most basic precision agriculture use case.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Experimental results from Vegetable Polytunnel locations representing the best run over
five 30 s runs in each location. Entries in bold highlight the best experiment, as summarised in Table 4.
** Results corrupted.

Latency Throughput
Location Network Stream Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

P.R.L. 4G 1-RGB 216.7 26.1 152.7 259.7 9.1 0.5 8.3 10.2
P.R.L. 5G-SA 1-RGB 63.9 86.4 14.4 374.3 17.4 2.1 12.8 21.1
P.R.L. WiFi6 1-RGB 1.2 0.2 1.0 1.8 18.6 0.6 17.7 19.8
P.R.L. 4G 4-RGB 1115.0 681.0 0.0 2616.9 10.6 1.9 6.8 14.6
P.R.L. 5G-SA 4-RGB 44.2 62.3 22.6 359.5 51.9 3.6 42.3 61.0
P.R.L. WiFi6 4-RGB 1.4 0.3 1.0 2.3 74.7 0.5 72.5 75.2
P.R.L. 4G 1-RGBD 1354.3 395.3 658.1 2179.6 8.0 1.6 5.5 11.4
P.R.L. 5G-SA 1-RGBD 22.6 2.9 17.2 27.4 57.1 5.8 48.7 65.1
P.R.L. WiFi6 1-RGBD 2.8 3.9 1.1 23.1 144.2 0.2 143.6 144.6

M.V.F. 4G 1-RGB 293.8 33.4 235.8 364.5 10.5 0.9 8.5 12.5
M.V.F. 5G-SA 1-RGB 32.3 23.4 15.3 137.3 31.6 4.0 24.7 39.5
M.V.F. WiFi6 1-RGB 1.2 0.2 1.0 1.6 16.8 0.5 16.1 17.4
M.V.F. 4G 4-RGB 680.5 242.6 333.3 1164.0 11.8 1.0 9.3 13.9
M.V.F. 5G-SA 4-RGB 26.2 12.1 14.3 83.6 41.4 0.4 40.4 42.3
M.V.F. WiFi6 4-RGB 1.4 0.3 1.0 1.9 61.6 1.6 60.2 66.4
M.V.F. 4G 1-RGBD 1430.3 408.8 687.0 2356.1 9.2 1.6 6.4 12.3
M.V.F. 5G-SA 1-RGBD ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **
M.V.F. WiFi6 1-RGBD 2.1 0.8 1.1 4.2 144.2 0.2 143.7 145.0

R.W.P. 4G 1-RGB 294.0 137.9 130.3 574.5 9.7 0.9 8.3 11.2
R.W.P. 5G-SA 1-RGB 22.9 19.8 10.9 124.6 22.9 0.8 20.1 23.8
R.W.P. WiFi6 1-RGB 1.3 0.2 1.0 1.8 13.7 0.5 12.8 14.7
R.W.P. 4G 4-RGB 928.4 484.7 231.9 1983.5 7.9 1.5 5.2 10.5
R.W.P. 5G-SA 4-RGB 31.7 16.9 20.1 110.8 38.2 1.4 34.7 41.8
R.W.P. WiFi6 4-RGB 1.7 0.7 1.0 3.7 100.6 7.2 91.3 113.2
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Table A1. Cont.

Latency Throughput
Location Network Stream Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

R.W.P. 4G 1-RGBD 301.6 91.7 182.4 637.9 8.8 0.8 7.3 10.6
R.W.P. 5G-SA 1-RGBD 22.3 3.7 15.8 33.0 47.5 4.4 38.8 55.0
R.W.P. WiFi6 1-RGBD 4.1 5.6 1.1 24.5 144.2 0.3 142.8 144.5

D.L.F. 4G 1-RGB 94.9 13.0 72.0 128.0 10.4 0.0 10.3 10.4
D.L.F. 5G-SA 1-RGB 15.7 1.6 12.9 18.7 23.3 0.2 22.7 23.6
D.L.F. WiFi6 1-RGB 2.1 4.3 1.0 24.3 18.3 0.6 17.1 19.0
D.L.F. 4G 4-RGB 1850.8 391.7 990.7 2398.8 12.5 1.6 9.2 16.5
D.L.F. 5G-SA 4-RGB 18.9 2.2 13.9 23.3 43.5 2.2 41.4 49.9
D.L.F. WiFi6 4-RGB 1.5 0.6 1.0 2.9 66.4 0.8 65.5 68.4
D.L.F. 4G 1-RGBD 1252.2 218.3 896.7 1904.6 10.2 1.4 6.6 13.7
D.L.F. 5G-SA 1-RGBD 18.9 1.9 14.1 22.4 45.8 3.5 38.9 52.2
D.L.F. WiFi6 1-RGBD 2.7 1.1 1.1 7.2 144.1 0.2 143.5 144.4

Table A2. Experimental results from Walled Garden locations representing the best run over five 30 s
runs in each location. Entries in bold highlight the best experiment, as summarised in Table 4.

Latency Throughput
Location Network Stream Mean Std Min Max Mean Std Min Max

A.C.D. 4G 1-RGB 787.1 672.4 0.0 2327.8 2.8 0.6 1.7 4.2
A.C.D. 5G-SA 1-RGB 550.8 25.6 479.1 579.5 10.3 0.2 10.1 10.8
A.C.D. WiFi6 1-RGB 1.3 0.2 1.0 1.7 16.9 1.1 16.2 20.3
A.C.D. 4G 4-RGB 831.5 148.0 362.0 1132.2 2.4 0.3 1.8 3.1
A.C.D. 5G-SA 4-RGB 1098.4 559.1 0.0 2155.9 8.7 1.2 6.6 12.4
A.C.D. WiFi6 4-RGB 2.2 3.9 1.0 22.9 66.7 3.7 59.3 77.5
A.C.D. 4G 1-RGBD 217.6 22.3 182.8 262.3 11.6 0.6 10.4 12.8
A.C.D. 5G-SA 1-RGBD 2229.4 61.5 1929.4 2297.0 10.5 0.0 10.5 10.5
A.C.D. WiFi6 1-RGBD 2.9 1.5 1.1 7.8 144.2 0.3 143.3 144.6

A.C.J. 4G 1-RGB 198.4 35.0 137.6 299.3 13.9 1.7 11.0 16.4
A.C.J. 5G-SA 1-RGB 1279.0 155.9 953.4 1442.5 11.7 0.2 11.2 12.2
A.C.J. WiFi6 1-RGB 5.0 9.0 1.1 35.7 24.4 3.3 15.9 28.0
A.C.J. 4G 4-RGB 774.2 139.9 563.4 1102.6 15.4 1.1 13.5 17.8
A.C.J. 5G-SA 4-RGB 2390.4 193.8 1848.7 2697.0 14.7 1.0 12.8 16.9
A.C.J. WiFi6 4-RGB 12.2 10.8 2.6 41.3 89.0 1.1 87.1 91.8
A.C.J. 4G 1-RGBD 604.6 140.9 372.2 1005.9 12.5 0.7 10.6 13.4
A.C.J. 5G-SA 1-RGBD 1464.9 70.8 1349.5 1628.8 19.3 1.7 16.8 21.0
A.C.J. WiFi6 1-RGBD 15.8 12.8 2.7 48.0 143.8 2.6 137.4 149.5

O.L.D. 4G 1-RGB 963.7 489.7 235.8 2184.7 2.9 0.8 1.3 4.2
O.L.D. 5G-SA 1-RGB 23.1 2.8 17.7 28.9 12.7 0.1 12.5 13.2
O.L.D. WiFi6 1-RGB 1.3 0.2 1.0 2.0 22.3 0.1 21.9 22.5
O.L.D. 4G 4-RGB 575.5 368.4 0.0 1157.8 2.7 1.0 0.6 4.9
O.L.D. 5G-SA 4-RGB 795.9 188.4 424.2 1391.5 31.0 1.5 26.2 33.8
O.L.D. WiFi6 4-RGB 1.7 0.8 1.0 5.1 83.1 0.4 81.7 83.8
O.L.D. 4G 1-RGBD 249.6 26.9 200.3 324.1 8.1 0.5 7.2 9.4
O.L.D. 5G-SA 1-RGBD 817.7 51.6 726.7 952.1 26.8 2.1 22.5 30.7
O.L.D. WiFi6 1-RGBD 4.2 5.5 1.3 25.2 144.2 0.4 142.7 145.1

L.V.C. 4G 1-RGB 187.2 21.2 152.7 252.3 10.5 0.9 8.7 12.1
L.V.C. 5G-SA 1-RGB 393.8 210.0 94.9 683.2 18.4 0.9 17.1 20.1
L.V.C. WiFi6 1-RGB 1.4 0.4 1.0 2.2 22.1 0.1 21.9 22.5
L.V.C. 4G 4-RGB 500.3 258.2 200.4 1117.8 9.1 1.0 6.9 11.0
L.V.C. 5G-SA 4-RGB 1977.1 145.3 1715.5 2358.6 17.6 1.5 14.0 19.7
L.V.C. WiFi6 4-RGB 3.3 4.1 1.1 24.0 85.1 0.4 84.5 86.0
L.V.C. 4G 1-RGBD 257.5 31.0 199.9 334.8 8.7 0.6 7.2 9.8
L.V.C. 5G-SA 1-RGBD 1339.2 68.3 1237.7 1553.9 10.5 0.0 10.5 10.5
L.V.C. WiFi6 1-RGBD 5.3 5.7 1.2 25.3 144.2 0.3 143.7 145.2
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To give a complete visual picture of our findings and data collection from experiments
in Section 4, we have collated and plotted all the data in simple and easy-to-read graphs.
The data are split into two main figures; each figure represents one of the two main
performance metrics being analysed, i.e., latency in Figure A1 and network throughput
in Figure A2. Each figure contains three subplots and each subplot represents a wireless
network, i.e., 4G, 5G, WiFi6. Finally, each subplot is split by a vertical line into three sections,
highlighting the data stream network parameter, and bar colour represents one of the two
locations where experiments were conducted.

The public 4G latency performance in Figure A1 is poor throughout all streaming
experiments and in all environments. Unlike WiFi6 and the private 5G, for 4G, it is difficult
to analyse if the environment or the different streaming experiments cause an increase in
latency; this is because the RF interference over a larger distance is impossible to predict.
However, it can be confirmed that the latency is far too high for real-time video streaming,
regardless of what type of streaming experiment is conducted.

The latency for 5G in Figure A1 is extremely low, and it is close to WiFi6 in the Vegetable
Polytunnel environment (orange-coloured bars). However, in a distant environment,
obstructed by tree cover and a wall, it suffers greatly, and in certain parts of the environment,
the latency is as bad or worse than the public 4G (ACJ-4).

The latency results in Figure A1 for WiFi6 standard deviation indicates negative
latency, which is impossible. This is because the latency is so low, and on occasion it can
spike, making the negative portion of the standard deviation dip below zero. This makes
WiFi6’s standard deviation negligible, it is kept for illustrative purposes. The main increase
in latency for WiFi6 can be seen during the RGB-D data streaming experiments and when
operating in an open field in the Walled Garden. This is expected for WiFi6, as signal loss
in an open field is far greater than in an indoor space or a space with many walls and
obstacles. The latency still remains extremely low.

The public 4G throughput results in Figure A2 are interesting, as regardless of the
streaming experiment, they hit a certain limit of throughput. As suggested, from our own
experiments on public 4G and from the data obtained from [48], the maximum and mean
throughput (upload speed) should be between 20 Mbps and 14.7 Mbps, which is what we
see. Albeit, there are some experiment locations that have much lower throughput, which
could be caused by many factors, e.g., RF interference, increased traffic load, traffic load
optimisation, etc. Therefore, we can assume that we are saturating the upload speed of the
public 4G network and we cannot expect much higher throughput.

The 5G throughput results are impressive, and clearly much higher than 4G. However,
if we examine the throughput results between WiFi6 and 5G, specifically for the RGB-D
streaming experiment, we can see that the 5G network has also saturated in terms of upload
speed. We can assume that the 5G network maximum upload speed is close to 65 Mbps.
It was never the intention of this body of work to find the maximum upload speed of the
particular configuration of the 5G network setup at the University of Lincoln, because the
5G network is continuously being improved, and, for example, UL/DL ration in the future
can be configurable.

For the current release of 5G-SA N77, it is not (at least not to our knowledge). Moreover,
there are different 5G network technologies and different iterations of 5G that will perform
completely differently to each other, we would not be contributing to the field by specifically
finding the limits of our particular system, which itself is continually evolving.

The WiFi6 throughput results are almost perfectly aligned with theoretical expectations.
The RGB data stream is compressed, and throughput increases only if movement is detected
and there are many different colour changes in very fast succession in front of the camera,
which does not occur in our green and brown images; the throughput is variable and
unpredictable. However, for the RGB-D experiments, the data stream is still compressed,
but at a static rate. This means that the data streamed should always be the exact same
regardless of how fast the scene in front of the camera changes and regardless of colour
changes. Theoretically, this value should be 144 Mbps (or 18 MBps), which is what WiFi6
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approximately reaches during the RGB-D experiments. Clearly, WiFi6 can stream the data it
is expected to, and we have not reached a saturation limit of upload or download. However,
the latency results, which are excellent, show the one weakness of WiFi6. In an outdoor
open field environment, the signal loss will be exponential.
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Figure A1. Latency results across all performance metrics and parameters. The vertical lines separate
the data stream type, and the orange-coloured bars represent the Vegetable Polytunnel and the
blue-coloured bars represent the Walled Garden.
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Figure A2. Throughput results across all performance metrics and parameters. The vertical lines
separate the data stream type, and the orange-coloured bars represent the Vegetable Polytunnel and
the blue-coloured bars represent the Walled Garden.
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